Name __________________________ Date ____________
Fill in the blank- enjoyment
measurement wonderment

department
announcement
retirement replacement

1. Sue will take the ____________________ of our classroom.
2. Dale watched the fireworks display in _______________ .
3. Granddad is ready for __________________ after years of
working.
4. Tina will be your _______________________ in the game.
5. The party gave the children great _____________________.
6. We will go to the ________________________ store to shop.
ABC order
replacement
enjoyment
department
announcement measurement
wonderment
retirement

Opposites
large soft day hot
early clean
long
1. short

1. _____________________
2. _____________________
3. _____________________

2. cold

__________

3. small

________

4. dirty

_________

5. hand

_________

6. late

__________

4. _____________________
5. _____________________
6. _____________________
7. _____________________

__________

7. night

_________
_________

Name __________________________ Date ____________

Fill in the blank: windbreaker
farmhouse
shortened
rattlesnake shipment
colorful
toothbrushes
1. Draw the picture with the most __________________ crayons.
2. After lunch we will clean our teeth with our _______________.
3. Carl lives in a ___________________ in the country.
4. It’s very windy on the boat, so wear your _______________.
5. Mother __________________ the coat for me.
6. I checked out a library book about ____________________.
C if it is a compound word.
X

if not

How many syllables
1, 2, 3, 4

1. windbreaker_______

1. thumb_______

2. farmhouse_______

2. thirsty_______

3. shortened_______
4. rattlesnake_______
5. shipment_______
6. colorful_______

3. cradleboard_______
4. tornado_______
5. information_______
6. camera_______
7. blanket_______

7. toothbrushes______

8. apartment_______

8. reread ______

9. unexciting_______

Name _________________________ Date ____________
Fill in the blanks: underground breathless
brightly

highest

answered

streetcar
notebook

1. Margaret was _____________ after she ran in the long race.
2. The light shines _______________ in one corner of the room.
3. That Mount Fuji is the _______________ mountain in Japan.
4. My granddad rode a _________________ when he was a boy.
5. Take out your ______________ and write a story about Japan.
6. The groundhog lives _________________________.
1. Write the base words.
Word Meaning
2. If it is a compound word
jet
ring
Write C

pupil

rest

1. underground ____________

1. student

__________

2. breathless

2. sleep

__________

____________

3. streetcar

____________

3. black as coal

4. brightly

____________

4. part of the eye _________

5. highest

____________

5. type of airplane _________

6. answered

____________

6. bell sound

__________

7. notebook

____________

7. what is left

__________

8. redoing

____________

8. circle

__________

__________

Name _________________________ Date ____________
Fill in the Blank: organize
theater
passengers
shack
whirled

microphone
information

wrench

1. We went to the ______________ to see a movie.
2. I used a ______________ to tighten the wheels on my bicycle.
3. The top ______________ faster and faster.
4. The ______________ in the woods looked very old.
5. Jill needs to ______________ her closets so everything will fit.
6. The conductor helped the ______________ find a seat on the train.
7. Paula looked for ______________ on how to build a birdhouse.
8. She spoke into a ______________ so she could be heard.

Match the Vowel Sounds-

Add est

Then write the word on the line.

smart

1. star

___________

2. hurt

___________

3. cow

___________

4. been ___________
5. meat

___________

6. saw ___________
7. flew
8. soil

___________
___________

9. brake ____________

loud
blue
eight
enjoy
smart
bird
ball
went
see

–
1.Remember to drop the silent e/,
2. Change the y to i before adding est,
3.Double the consonant with cvc words.

funniest

1. funny ________________
2. wet

________________

3. silly ________________
4. fine

________________

5. cute

________________

6. hard ________________
7. dirt

________________

8. easy ________________
9. big ________________

Name _________________________ Date ____________
Fill in the blank: corral
dock
community

county
cupboard
department

drifts
delighted

1. The ___________________ of snow in front of the house were high.
2. My father works in the music ___________________
3. I was ___________________ when our team won the game.
4. He led the animals into the ___________________ for the night.
5. Our ___________________ has a new library.
6. I like to visit my friend in the___________________
7. He looked in the ___________________ for something to eat.
8. The ferry pulled up at the _________________ and the people got off.

Compound words- Use two words
to make one word.

Synonyms - Words that mean
almost the same thing.

1. up_______________

drops

1.roared ___________

extra

2. yard_____________

chair

2.puckered _________

bag

3. rain_____________

watch

3.whirled __________

spun

4. arm_____________

stairs

4.slurped ___________

wrinkled

5. sun_____________

book

5.spare __________

relax

6. year____________

work

6.bounced __________

sipped

7. home____________

stick

7.popped __________

stuck

8. buck_____________

skin

8.sack

sped

9. wrist ____________

glasses

9. rest ___________

___________

dribbled

